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INTRODUCTION

• Dear Isaura, dear Robi, dear GASI and Local Committee,

thank you very much for inviting me,

• Dear colleagues, friends, trainees, group analysts from many

countries, dear Gerda, dear Svein,

• This is for me the greatest honor, because from all my

professional roles, being a group analyst is the closest to my

heart.

• Having the keynote at a GASi Symposium is an honor,

I couldn’t ever dream of.



Disrupted Social Matrix in my Country

• When in the Nineties I began the group

analytic practice, the social matrix in

my country was extremely

disrupted- the time of the Civil War

and bombing, broken relationships, our

GA Training interrupted...

• The social-political attitude of the West

towards Serbs was for a long time

negative, including among colleagues.

• We had to learn to carry the burden of

collective situation, guilt,

responsibility, victimhood, to learn to

be group analysts ‘under fire’ of such

reality…



So, indeed how could I ever dream of this situation? 

Will I be able to find my voice

here? Will it be a ‘voice from

the crypt’ with articulation

problems?

Will fragmentation or pressure

to remain loyal to disconnection

(like one patient who left her

group when belonging began,

not to betray attachment to her

buried family) swallow all

communication?

There are deep anxieties with

me - many linked to disrupted

matrices.



Are their Ghosts Still Disrupting the Matrix Around us?

The figures of dead mothers

and dead fathers of ours, and

of their parents, whose lives had

been interrupted in terror, who

were killed, or who did kill, in

the Wars, or concentration

camps, are probably here among

us now….How can they find

peace at all? Are their ghosts

still disrupting the matrix

around us, and will they let me

be able to tell the story, I wish

to tell?



Essential questions, those of Good and Evil.

• Persons, families and

societies, who lived or are

still living in traumatized and

traumatizing contexts, at the

edges of survival,

• are exposed to essential

questions, those of Good and

Evil.

• What decides one or the other

outcome - to fall dawn or to

survive?!



Is it the Place where Art Meets Science?

• Finding any light, when all

light disappeared in those

enormously inhuman

situations of cruel killings…,

seems to be like a search for

Art of Being Human.

• Is it where Art Meets

Science? ...

• A challenge to preserve the

continuity of humanity despite

partial death of self?



A scene from the film ‘Pianist’ from Polanski about the Jewish-Polish pianist 

Zimmerman during the Warsaw-Ghetto comes to mind:

The relation between internal Chopin and pianist Zimmerman seem to have been keeping the

human mercy and beauty internally alive in spite of all the horror! The Nazi officer’s heart was

touched by the power of beauty! Chopin’s music has found the way all through the dead objects,

and damaged spaces - beauty of Art Bridging and Transforming!



Group Analysis  cradle at the Northfield War Hospital

At the same time of the horror of
Warsaw Ghetto, and of the vast
disruption of the world social
matrix, Group Analysis found its
cradle at the Northfield War
Hospital, a very special sanctuary
for group thinking: our founding
father major Foulkes emigrated
from the Nazi Germany; major
Bion traumatized in WWI as
tank’commander....



Notes from the same time of my family history

My grandfather, founder of an
anti-fascist party in Serbia, was
sent to concentration camp,
never to return, similar his
brother one of the organizers of
the anti-Hitler demonstrations
in Belgrade 1941.



Notes from the same time of my family history

• Happiness of a girl, my mother, was forever disrupted -

the unborn me destined never to meet my grandfathers.

• It was only recently in a Social Dreaming Matrix that I

finally made a link with my mother’s undreamt dream -

her fantasy of meeting once her father (or his ghost) in the

streets of Germany –

• linked with over 25 years of her wandering around

Germany - moving from one city to another, one hospital

to another as a physician,

• her children to leave home too early - both at the age of

hers, when she lost her father.



Gang in Kindergarten and School

She was probably not able to protect me
from being exposed to social trauma at
early age, like on my first day of
kindergarten, which was in USA,
Georgia, Atlanta, at early Sixties, where
we migrated from the Yugoslav
communist regime. I remember a
wonderful park, when a huge group of
children circled me, shouting: ‘We will
now lynch this communist!’ - me trying
to hide in bushes scared to death. I was
fast learning about mass group-
psychology, Atlanta’s Q Klux Klan, the
Jim laws of de facto segregation of my
black schoolmates - about social-
cultural paradoxes!



King’s ‘I have a dream……’

The dark social forces may reach us anywhere, but fortunately the

enlightening forces - the ‘vital sparks’ for our dreaming ability - may

also find us anywhere, even from the same neighborhood (or from

afar). In Atlanta of my childhood, just after President Kennedy’s

assassination with decline of hope into social equality, we were

fortunate to have one Atlanta citizen, as children be able to meet

and listen to at the Atlanta Church – a man devoted to creating a

powerful Dream Space for his fellow Citizens – Martin Luther

King Jr. His strong voice backed with gospel songs, at times

Mahalia Jackson, entered the internal space of my schoolmates, of

my family and mine. King’s ‘I have a dream……’ was easily homed

in our social unconscious, vitalizing many areas.



“Let Freedom Ring from Stone Maintains of Georgia"

His words: “With this Faith we will be able to hew out of the

Mountain of Despair a Stone of Hope… Let Freedom Ring

from Stone Maintains of Georgia", linked also to my sorrows

from the devastated Stone Mountains’ Indian Reservation Matrix

- cracking the illusions from the romantic-children-tales about

Indians ….(these memories emerged at a recent ‘Workshop

Reflective Citizens’ on Kosovo, surrounded also with mountains

of despair …I will talk later about).



Atlanta Church-a Positive Social-Psychic-Retreat

To use the concept of ‘social-psychic retreats’ (Mojovic, 2005,

2011), (born within the International Group Studying the Social

Unconscious) the Atlanta Church might be called a ‘positive

retreat’ - as an alternative space for Georgia’s matrix, oppressed by

discrimination. Under protection the freedom voices’ beauty was

possible - the paralyzing fears suspended for a while, long-enough

to be internalized into the children’s inner world, before actual

assassination of King soon after, as well as of his mother later,

while playing the organs in that same Atlanta Church near her son’s

grave.



Is There any Home for the Human Pain?

• May mothers’ broken hearts ever

find peace, when their children

lives ruined by the hands of Evil,

or those of children witnessing

their parents tortured?

• Will the ‘un-housed pain-ghosts’

continue hovering over the lands

and generations forever?



into or from the cracks some light appears,

• Demolished places are usually

deserted until into or from the

cracks some light appears, and

in spite of fear we risk

transcending the chasm with

the ‘leap of faith’ like in

Kierkegaard’s narratives

• Places where Art meets

Science to light our way

through disrupted Era of ours.



Disruption of the Socio-cultural Matrix

• Conflicts and wars exist since

the beginning of time, but sins

committed by human kind in

20th century were

unimaginable before: the

Armenian genocide, WWs

with Holocaust



Disruption of the Socio-cultural Matrix

• Hiroshima, and Nagasaki,

Vietnam, Afghanistan and

Iraqi’s Wars, Rwanda, Yu

Civil Wars with Srebrenica

and war crimes on all

sides, Wars in the Middle

East, Sudan,…. an endless

list of social tragedies.



Disruption of the Socio-cultural Matrix

• Terrorism is aimed not only to destroy,

but to hew terror into the matrix

(Vedantum, 2003). Hence, ‘thought-to-

be safe’ places chosen for killing-to

like: theater-cabin (President Lincoln),

the prayer building (Gandhi), NATO

bombing even Belgrade hospital with

patients, people praying in mosques,

synagogues, or churches; tragedies

flooding into the new millennia like

9/11, Norwegian youth at their summer

camp, Port Said Stadium disaster in

Egypt, then Syria, now Ukraine,

Gaza/Israel…..



Broken  Hearts and Matrices….
Will we ever be able to mourn such tragedies?



Vast Disruption of the Socio-cultural Matrix

• …sinister powers intending to desecrate, dehumanize -

triumph over ‘good objects’, pervert meaningful matrix of

people.

• Violation of the boundaries protecting the civilian population

are growing, with abuse of new technologies for corrupted

systems, media sponsored terrorism like the ‘open source

jihad’ (Boxer, 2010),

• a variety of fundamentalist forms splitting the world into “us”

and “them”, perverting many natural social dichotomies like

‘traditional/non-traditional into extremism.



Vast Disruption of the Socio-cultural Matrix

Fruits of economic progress are in our Narcissistic (Lasch,

1979) and Perverse Cultures (Long, 2008) with vast denial of

the truth, (Khaleelee, 2010) swollen by greed with emptiness

and yearning for meaning.

Tendency for full control of the ‘uncanny’ has activated over-

standardization as a ‘panoptic machinery’ (Tjelta, 2012).



Vast Disruption of the Socio-cultural Matrix

• Capitalist globalization creates loss of cultural identity and

fragmentation of community life, missing the ‘mirroring’ by

the “other”, with people seeking alternative forms of

attachment (Beck, 1992, Zuleta, 2005; Bohleber, 2010).

• Fast dissolution of boundaries of social systems in Bauman’s

‘Liquid society’ (2009) contributes to loss of trust into

institutions and governments, which have previously been

important containers for dependency needs.

• New forms of institutional life are developing.



‘Perhaps akin to the break-up of the ice-cup-always present as

an image in the collective mind, but now disappearing- like the

polar bear, we are potentially threatened by extinction. It is as

though we are experiencing the last vestiges of an old order,

whilst in the middle of a massive revolutionary change, the

outcome of which cannot be predicted’ (Khaleelly, 2010) –

climate change as ‘post-normal-science’ where facts are

uncertain, values in dispute, stakes high and decisions urgent

(Hulme, 2009, Hogget 2012). Apocalyptic projects like retreat

into the “Dark Mountain” emerge (Gray, 2010, Hoggett, 2012)



Destructive Effects Become Widely-spread like Tsunamis

• Destructive effects become widely-spread like tsunamis or

like long-lasting nuclear radiations, reaching far throughout

many borders and generations, dismantling the safety of our

family, community, or therapeutic-group matrices, making us

accountable.

• Group processes, including those of our group-analytic groups

and our professional organizations, are being affected either

directly by structure-disturbances or by enactments the

complexities of victim /bystander /persecutor positions, their

circular shifting from one-into-the-others.



Where is Group Analysis Placed in the Global 

Village of Today?

• Having been born in the sanctuary of Northfield War Hospital

GA is probably from its inception equipped with survival

skills for disrupted matrices.

• But do we use them enough?

• And if not - why not - what is paralyzing us?



Cradle for the GA field in a ‘Positive Social-Psychic 

Retreat’,

• Let me make a parallel with our Serbian experience, where

GA was born amidst disrupted context (Mojović, Despotović

&Satarić, 2014).

• We may understand the link of having a about a cradle for the

GA field in a ‘positive social-psychic retreat’, i.e. our GA

Training, our GAS, and for me additionally the Therapeutic

Community (in the Psychiatric Clinical Day Hospital);

• Still the field was not being protected from early trauma-

cessations.

• The concept of ‘social-psychic retreats’ emerged in those

circumstances.



Neglected Areas – Trauma, Dissociation, 

Social Unconscious 

• PA now over 100 years old, GA over 70, re-visiting early

traumas should be easier now: like we have Harrison’s book

on Northfield (2000), Pertegato s on Burrow (2013)….

• Let me note the interesting destiny of one of the crucial aspects

of social-psychic retreats: Although one of the pivotal PA

concepts ‘dissociation’(Janet, 1887; Janet, Breuer & Freud,

1889) early expelled from the main PA home, marginalized

over decades until recently –

• orphan-concept living in SP retreats / foster homes, is now

vastly revitalized (even by classical and postclassical Freudian

schools).



Dissociation and Related Concepts “seen and not seen”

• Bromberg: ’ the restless ghost of Pierre Janet, banished from the

castle by Sigmund Freud a century ago, returning for an overdue

haunting of Freud’s current descendants’(1995, p).

• Janet (1887, 1907) conceptualized dissociation of the personality

structure into sub-personalities essential for trauma, today being

widely accepted by modern theories (van der Haart, et all 2006).

• For long eclipsed by the ‘main stage’ PA, or being ‘at the same

time seen and not being seen’ (again phenomena from the

dissociative spectrum) were also other related concepts of

many authors like was Barrow (1919), Abraham (1924),

Ferenczi (1933), Suttie (1935), Fairbairn (1944) Guntrip,

Jungian school, Lawrence…



Impact of Zeitgeist, and Social Trauma

• A challenging area itself:

• Impact of Zeitgeist, and social trauma onto the dynamics

between the ‘Establishment’ and the ‘marginalized’ in our

fields;

• onto our capacities to embrace un-housed parts lost in

disrupted matrices;

• why serious engagement on trauma studies only with

aftermath of the Vietnam War?

• Of special interest a related theme: ‘Dynamics of the Large

Groups and Social Unconscious from 19th century on in

connection to Zeitgeist’ by Carla Penna, (2014).



Dissociation  and Trauma in the Field

• Nowadays, dissociation is ‘understood as a self-hypnotic

process that attempts to anesthetize and isolate pain…the

mind…fleeing its own subjectivity to evacuate pain’

(Schwartz, 1994, p191).

• If we take into account what Hopper (2003, 2012) often

emphasizes that ‘in trauma groups and social systems become

more similar due to regression with collapse of boundaries

between people and their groupings, when the concepts of

personal trauma are apposite for the study of group trauma’,

may we speculate that the field was ‘fleeing its own

subjectivity to evacuate pain’.



Influence of Trauma onto GA  Profession

• When an abusive parent possesses ugliness of Medusa’ eyes

(Mojovic, 2009), the child rather believes that his own love is

bad, than to be ‘turned into stone’.

• Trans-generational un-housed ghosts in the eyes of parents (in

persons, organizations or societies), may look very ugly, and

the child may rather flee its own subjectivity.

• How much the unresolved traumas of the GA parental

fields - PA and social sciences – influences the GA

profession?



Relational Trauma Fear of Annihilation--Dissociation 

Inner World Divided into Sub-Personalities

• Early relational trauma is broadly present: we are often given

more to experience than we can bear, because of the

immaturity of our psyche / brain.

• Dissociation occurs to prevent annihilation.

• Inner world gets divided between the:

- ‘regressed self’ and ‘progressed self’ (Ferenczi, 1933);

- ‘central-ego’ and ‘internal saboteur’ (Fairbairn, 1952);

- ‘true self’ and ‘false self’ (Winniccott, 1971);….…

• later all to be subsumed under the term splitting by Kernberg

(1975).



‘Core-Self’--------’Care-taker-self’-----’Psychic Retreat’

• Dissociative states range from highly subtle to severe identity

disorders, similar to the related phenomena of psychic retreats.

• The ‘core-self’, usually represented as the ‘child part’,

• preserved by the other ‘caretaker self’ often locked away in:

’fantasizing’ (Winnicott, 1971); ‘internal gang’ or ‘mafia’

(Rosenfeld, 1972); ‘inner cocoon’ (Modell, 1984); ‘encapsulation’

(Klein; 1980, Tustin, 1987; Hopper, 1991); ‘claustrum’ (Meltzer,

1992); ‘psychic retreat’ (Steiner, 1993), an ‘imprisoning sanctuary’

(Eigen, 1995);

• whereas the ‘progressed part’ might appear as a ‘sadistic, tyrannical

figure’, or a ‘false god’ (Symington, 2001) attacking and imprisoning.

• Such complex defensive internal organizations are called ‘psychic

retreats’, although they had many other names and nick-names

throughout the PA universe…. very helpful for my work.



• Grotstein discusses the ‘hostage-self’ as the ‘inner-child’,

‘the lost part of our soul’, our ‘innocence’ which we have

sold to the devil: “the dead child” is universally ensconced

in abused and traumatized patients and is transformed into

“undead child, the one who restlessly haunts them for their

having made a Faustian bargain with an internal dark force

in order to survive. They have “died a little” in order to be

safe’ (2000:165).

• Running over many years small, median and large groups in

the disrupted matrices, it became significant for my work to

follow how the dissociated sub-personalities engage in the

dynamic group matrices.



Illustration from a small group

I’ll share a description of a change: of a woman, who came to

therapy due to agoraphobia and depression, as a child was a

refugee from Croatia. Tijana had a daughter of five when pregnant

expecting a baby-boy. From many social situations she withdrew

being estranged.

A dream in the group: ‘There was a huge wall clock, and suddenly

from it jumps out a monkey first on my shoulder, then on Marina’s

lap, then on other group members. Maybe my wish that you all see

that I am not bad indeed!’…….

Few weeks later occurred an essential change: ‘That terrible dense

cloud I again felt around my head making pressure, so that I was

almost to leave the group, but during that session while everybody

was so empathic, something inside me at once broke as a capsule.



Internal Capsule Broke

• I feel it will never return. The capsule broke, in which lived
that little girl in the garden world with narcissi flowers, just as
those from the garden of our house in Vukovar. For all these
years the little girl refused to join the world due to its
ugliness.’She cried with deep sorrow.

• ‘I felt terrible, in total breakdown, as if going to die from the
shock exposed to the new world. Even my skin was hurting. As
if I now gain a new skin and immunity. Not only that I can’t go
back to that garden refuge, but I don’t wish anymore.
However, it is so disturbing, that I now see clearly, that the
badness which I massively projected onto people and even
onto you, is in fact part of me.



‘Dark cloud’ is a terrifying internal figure

The dark cloud is a terrifying internal figure, selfish and

cold, like an all powerful God. But it is not somebody

else, but me! I see how I was indifferent even cruel to

many people, behaved hysterically, which I never wanted

to admit. And at the same time I see a weak baby keeping

its eyes mainly closed, as if not wanting anything. It’s

lifeless.’

She cried again and talked about identification with the

baby in her body and the worries for the boy how to have

faith for him, when this feeling of lifeless baby paralyzes

her.



Grotstein (2000) Differentiates

Among many authors in the field, recent descriptions by

Grotstein (2011), resonate much with my experience, like his

differentiation between:

• ‘Cooperative personality’, who accepts feelings of dependency

in therapy (Tijana who describes);

• ‘Stuck infant-self’ - ‘hostage-self’ (Tijana’s lifeless ‘baby-self’);

• ‘Sabotaging sub-personalities’ who attack the relationship of

the cooperative personality and therapist/group; identified with

the negative psychic retreat (omnipotent garden-girl; teenage-

refugee-girl hysterical- non-thinking women);

• ‘Ghost’, the unconscious ‘wrath’, threatening the change

(Tijana’s returning ‘dark cloud’).



In Trauma - Two Types of Internal Child Figures

• For the infantile dependency to grow into mature mutual

dependency (in relational PA called ‘inter-subjective

dependency’), essential is that both aspects of the ‘internal

child’ need to be seen and contained.

• Thus, I wish to emphasize that in trauma work we usually

encounter both internal child figures: the ‘innocent child’,

and the ‘omnipotent envious child’!

• In groups they emerge in interactions with similar sub-

personalities of other members within scenes in their endless

number of forms.



These sub-personalities are:

1. Parts of personal ‘psychic retreats;

2. Engage in forming ‘group psychic retreats’ and
other forms of ‘social-psychic retreats’;

3. Engage in personification in basic assumptions and
work groups.



Progressive and Regressive Group Processes

• In the vignette we can see the process of transforming a zone,

un-touchable for years, when main components of the internal

arrangement became vivid, and engaged into dialogue with

other group members to mirroring their own similar parts in a

joint work.

• However, such progressive group process will sooner or later

be followed by another circle of a regressive process.



Fourth Basic Assumption

“Incohesion: Aggregation / Massification”

• Hopper conceptualized the fourth basic assumption

“Incohesion: Aggregation / Massification” or “(ba): I A/M” in

the unconscious life of groups and group-like social systems

(1997, 2003, 2012) linked to traumatic experience.

• Due to fear of annihilation linked to failed dependency emerge

transitory bi-polar states of incohesion manifested in

oscillations between aggregation and massification.

• Group PR both positive and negative may emerge in states of

incohesion as well as of cohesion (as varieties of sub-grouping

of sub-personalities of members).



• In Tijana’s case, before braking, the capsule would
powerfully impact A states, when the threatening
‘wrath-part’ fortifying the capsule of the negative PR was
voiced: ’the Evil is anywhere, its senseless to struggle’.

• In other situations, while her ‘cooperative part’ would
modestly join the work-group, getting strength in time,
her baby-part was still paralyzed from the threats.

• After the turning point, her baby-part was often
fostered in positive group PRs: even when the group was
dominated by ba s: ‘the floods ruined us all, no need for
such groups any more’, she voiced a dream of ‘babies in
the shelter smiling’.



Learning about Borderland

• So, learning about the borderland between these group

formations in connection to group states, is an essential part of our

work.

• Recently Hopper in connection to the oscillations between

A  M stresses: ‘Sub-groups and contra-groups can become

more clearly demarcated… boundaries… more rigid… These

groupings are the basis of various kinds of social-psychic retreats’

(2012, xxxix).

• Most often at the initial phases of the group processes oscillations

between A  M as defenses from annihilation fears dominate,

which can last long, times when the ‘core-selves’ (‘true-selves’)

usually have difficulties to find any voice except to swing hiding

in the shadow behind the voices of A and M.



A M A negative PRAM negative

PRvicious circles and spirals

• For long time the link between the ‘cooperative selves’ and the

‘core-baby-selves’ may be attacked by the malignant/perverse

link between the ‘ghost-parts’ and the ‘sabotaging-child-

toddler-or-adolescent-parts’ 

• thereby, omnipotently keeping the dominance (of the destructive-

narcissism-territory; Rosenfeld, 1987), and

• creating their transient negative group PR – ‘shuttle-stations’.

• If they prevail too long, it will be difficult to prevent vicious

spirals dominated by destructive group forces (some additional

techniques and interventions often needed, even changes in the

setting).



• A ‘good-enough’ group parenting, being able, like a

transient foster home, to ‘see’ and ‘hold’ those

dissociated ‘core-baby-selves’, supports growing

maturity.

• However, we often forget how important it is to be able

to grasp the ‘sabotaging parts’ functioning for a long

time as ‘care-taker’ for the’ baby self’.



• For them once having made the ‘bargain with

the devil’, collusion with ‘ghosts’ for power,

thereby excluding the ‘adults-world’, 

forming various negative PR,

• it is very difficult to give up the omnipotence,

and to acknowledge the adult world of the

‘cooperative-selves’ (join the ‘children-

world’).

• The process needs much patients, love, and

understanding.

• During transformational turn-over often a

cradle for the sensitivity of the exposé of the

‘baby-without skin’ is needed in transient

positive PR.

• The destiny of ‘ghosts’ is very interesting,

too….



• Thus, when within the oscillations between A  M,

positive PR emerge, (either as partial or total group retreats),

we may be more optimistic with the process, cooperation in

the work group develops.

• Back and forth, always to be careful with return into negative

group PRs, often with re-traumatization re-awakening

previous trauma,

• the work on the boundaries between those territories continues

with the disentanglement of the rigidity of old sub-grouping.



Illustration from the MEDIAN GROUP

A median fortnightly group of 30 members, which after two

years terminated a month ago, had various manifestations of

dissociations:

the initial AM: Lack of male members comparing to

female, first as a proof of hopelessness to create anything,

shifted into searching through their memories for significant

father-figures in families and nations.

Although oscillating between ironic jokes (as A state) and

omnipotent ideas of already possessing enough potent men in

the matrix (as M state),

still hiding in the swing’s shadow, buds of (ba) pairing as a

creative sexual game supportive for the ‘workgroup in

nascence’ - could be recognized.



Illustration from the MEDIAN GROUP

• Work on the fault-lines between traditional opposed to

exclusively non-traditional cultural attitudes, then between

members tending to engage mainly in social-political themes

and members who voted for exclusively personal themes, had

transformative phases with a lot of psycho-social mourning.

The horizontal/transpersonal and vertical could meet, dialogue

being learnt (de Mare, 1983; Blackwell, 2012).

• During the last session, further themes of losses and anger, and

then a wish for more median groups, establishing more

‘reflective citizens’ groups (to topic of Slavic ‘prelo’

representing warm village gatherings with joint work and

singing emerged from the social unconscious).



MEDIAN GROUP

Near the end a dream: ‘Group is
surrounded with cataclysmic images
of suffering and forced to go into a
terrible metallic ball institution, like
a prison and to climb until the
highest floor to register. Outside,
people starving in misery, eyes empty
like zombies; like army helping after
floods, but as-if invaders. Dominant
concerns were about food for
children. Distant sunny valleys were
not allowed to think about.’

Illustration from the MEDIAN GROUP



Vignettes from SMALL GROUP 

Few vignettes from a small weekly group with traumatized

members:

At the very first session the group easily accepted manic

defenses offered by one member, clown by profession, who

arrived with his little dog and childishly sat on the floor. His

story about him as a ‘doctor clown’ making in hospitals and

orphan-houses children laugh personified a childish-rebellious

gang. So, the (ba) I: A/M was very quickly covered by this

group-PR as a manifestation of the group’s self-organization

against annihilation fears. Still in the shadow of the pendulum

between A and M states were faint sparks of group’s hope to be

an ‘orphan-doctor-group’ as embryos of work-group.



Vignettes from a SMALL GROUP

• Another early messenger of hope arrived with a dream by a

refugee: ‘A group of children in an underground earth-cabin.

Staircases appear from dense darkness. I anxiously climb up and

discover an atelier with painting-material and artwork. I looked

up and saw a beautiful open sky’.

• The group seemed to be in a search for a bit of ground to stand on,

the children-brigades taking leadership without expectations

from me.

• This group lasts long-enough so that varieties of oscillations

between AM in-between transitional space, personal PR of

members could step-by-step disentangle and join into transient

positive and negative group PR of various types: perverse,

bizarre, morbid, militant….



Vignettes from a SMALL GROUP

reached the ability to talk about

hate openly to each other, to me,

to people of other nations: ’I was

as a child surrounded with killing,

often thinking how is it for soldiers

to kill… especially when my uncle

was massacred on his hospital

duty later to be identified only by

his teeth,’

An inhibited male member: ‘my

stuttering diminished since I told

you how I hate you for being able

to talk well’…….



Vignettes from a SMALL GROUP

or another with articulation

problems: ‘Some monster in myself

doesn’t allow me to express

anything, as if he denies all

existence’. Memories came about

her stop talking when disappointed

into the world of adults. ‘I then

decided to be a fighter for children

rights, but realize now how part of

myself transformed into brutality,

and wore an amour in my crusade

missions against adult’s

irresponsibility.’



Vignettes from a SMALL GROUP

Thus, in the matrix there appeared to be feral

haughty children: clown-doctor-child,

child-soldiers, crusade-child...their gangs in

mutual coalition were becoming visible,

while the other more miserable infant-parts

were in deep unreachable spaces. The

stuttering member shared a fantasy of falling

down into a black-hole, where ages ago was

a child in coffin, and don’t dare open eyes.

Then another female member told her dream

about ‘a small girl in coffin pale and numb,

only a Frankenstein-toddler could move

around’. Group became interested in

Frankenstein:



Vignettes from a SMALL GROUP

because not being a pretty baby, mirroring
herself in mother’s eyes as a ‘monster-baby’,
deadened into the coffin; then constructed an
adaptive identity like kids who play with
garbage. ’What is so wrong with Frankenstein,
said one member,’ He turned to be a good gay
at the end!’

Group with empathy and mirroring transformed
her ‘Frankenstein-self’, from hateful figure
into a toddler-image important for surviving
the horror of child-abuse.’ ‘Why all these
miserable children wouldn’t just hug each
other?! It was a personification of the
transformative process, important incipient
dialogue between ‘core-selves’ and
‘sabotaging-infant-gangs’.



Vignettes from a SMALL GROUP

• Recently dreams with babies: ‘bearing a baby crying, but first I

am very cold, then take into my arms with contact. However, the

umbilicus is in baby’s mouth, which I try to take out, and rush to

a doctor’. Others emphasized how over the years she was

bringing dreams with rapes and digging half-dead babies from

the ground, and now much better, alive babies with faith into

doctors.

• Another: ‘All found their internal baby parts. I don’t have any,

but I had a dream this night of ‘a two-dimensional baby, putting

her to my breast under my coat, again forget it, giving her

neither water, nor milk, then I look and see the baby getting three

dimensions and colors’.

• Group-dreams far beyond only PA paradigm (Neri,

Pines&Friedman, 2002; Friedman, 2002, 2005 )



Joined Efforts Needed for Work 

with Disrupted Matrices

• For our group analytic work with disrupted matrices small,

median and large groups all are meaningful.

• In my view, joined efforts are also needed regarding our use of

bridging - concepts between GA, Klein/Bion tradition,

Independent PA, open-systems theory, and social sciences, and

there is already a richness such as: the ‘anti-group’ (Nitsun,

1993), ‘invisible group’ (Agazarian, 1981), ‘Post-experience in

groups work with groups’ (Gordon, 1994), ‘The Psyche and the

Social World’ (Brown & Zinkin; 1994), ‘Post-Foulkesian Group

Analysis’ (Dalal, 1998); ‘Paring Bion and Foulkes’ (Brown,

2003), etc…



Bridges between GA and PA, 

GA and Sociology

• Pines encouraged continuous dialogues between group-

analytic and other group-as-a-whole approaches

(Hinshelwood, 1999; 2014), also through his editorial work.

• In the last years the concept of the fourth basic assumption

was especially helpful for me. It ‘provides a bridge between

the Bionian study of “group relations” and Foulkesian “group

analysis”… and, in a way, between psychoanalysis and

sociology ‘(Hopper, 20112, xxxiii). Still there seem to be

many gaps keeping the liveliness of their intercourse

obliterated.



Reflective Citizens Workshop

In addition to our regular GA work, significant for our engagement

with disrupted matrices is our Reflective Citizens Project -

ongoing regular Psycho-Social Workshops with Citizens:

Started in Belgrade 2004. Now we hold it regularly in each of the

four seasons, with new branches of regular workshops in Belgrade

and in other towns with conveners under supervision. The citizen-

participants were between 40 to160, as heterogeneous as possible

in profession, age, ethnicity and political perspectives, and last for

few hours. Design of workshop combines GA principals, Social

Dreaming (Lawrence, 1991,1998, 2005) and Group Relation

Tradition (International Listening Post - OPUS – Organization for

Promoting Understanding of Society, - Khaleelee, &Miller, 2000,

Khaleelee & Stapley, 2013) – a holding environment to be open

for creative citizens reflective space.



Let me share from the last Reflective

Citizens, held a month ago in Kosovska

Mitrovica, one of the few

enclaves/ghettos on Kosovo in which

live mainly Serbs in very sad social-

political circumstances.

The street was swarmed by students

and young parents with kids.

However, the main street ends after few

minutes’ walk with a bridge over Ibar

River, that devides the town into

Serbian and Albanian part.

Reflective Citizens Workshop on Kosovo



Two days before our workshop,

Serbian locals removed trunk

barricades replaced with concrete

flowerboxes with small trees- named

‘the Park of Peace’, but evoked huge

aggression came from other side that

guardians of the bridge EULEX and

NATO forces were attacked, over 20

people wounded.

Reflective Citizens Workshop on Kosovo



40 people participated at the

workshop which was

emotionally very intensive.

Here is a social-drawing

from one group offered for

shared meaning to grow:

Reflective Citizens Workshop on Kosovo



The apple as the rotten county with

internal prison, ambiguity about

leaving or not... Dove - a wish for

freedom, car like Yu-go (Yu-go-

nostalgia). Children training football

linked to one young civil engineer,

who has to be a night-keeper for

salary. In free time he is a foot-ball

trainer for kids: ‘to take them from the

streets of this sad ghetto town, and

help them dream to travel’. In the

right corner amoeboid squash …. One

girl said: “Look, borderland is like

DNA - All crucial is there!”

Reflective Citizens Workshop on Kosovo



Interesting fractal of meaning! We had

complex talk about barricades, borders

and bridges including of the bridge in

their town. Most were crying at the

end. In review the kids- trainer angrily

said: ‘we need so much, and this is a

drop’. And another young handsome

man said: “You can’t know how it feels

to live here, because you are not living

here. But anyway, it’s nice that you

came” reminding me on my own

sentence to colleagues who visit us

from abroad.

Reflective Citizens Workshop on Kosovo



CONCLUSION

All Crucial is there - at the Borderland!

In our endeavors to contain and repair disrupted matrices, to

find some space for meaning to grow, indeed, crucial aspect

is our way of coping with various borderlands.

Foulkesian conductors position ‘partly inside and partly

outside the group’, in this work, relates also to the way we

deal with dissociative gaps. Encountering formations like:

‘grotesques gangs’ with ‘Frankenstein-creatures’ and

‘ghosts’, ‘black holes’ smashing ‘thunder balls’,

‘whirlwinds’ and ‘abysses’, we need to stay present on their

edges in ‘negative capability’ (Bion), keeping our GA ability

to think - not to act-out due to such strong forces.



In holding hands within our internal work groups, we often

need to ‘think like Bion - work like Foulkes’, as Hanni Biran

lectured last month, in Belgrade (Conference in June, 2014).

For such difficult work we do need to join efforts with

knowledge and skills from our sibling group fields, overcome

rivalry, and disempowering consequences of field traumas.

Joined Efforts



• Disrupted matrices in their incohesion oscillate

A with crustaceanM with amoeboid (squash on drawing)

• In order to find at least some stable ground to stand on, to self-

organize with available resources, groups often make shelters

in their sub-groupings, which can be:

1. negative-imprisoning (like the apple prison/ghetto on the

drawing) or

2. positive (like the Yu-go, in which mourning is available-

Yugo-nostalgia and kids dream space on the roof- traveling to

Mundial).

Positive and Negative Retreats



• The group flow can take different directions:

1. either negative like vicious spirals or

2. positive spirals towards development of humanity.

• In those circular/spiral movements towards one or the other

direction, SP retreats are like half-way-houses (group dream:

evacuation of a group from Earth into a space-shuttle flying to

a satellite, which is half-a-way to another planet).

Positive and Negative spirals



• The DNA image of two spirals reminds

on the human encoded potential for

the Good and the Evil:

1. Spirals of perverted matrices of the

criminal-corruption-terrorist-nets and

2. Spirals of humanity growth with

3. Links between (like in DNA!).

Spirals and Links



Working with our group analytic small, median and large

groups we learn to grasp such flow - by time become vivid the

complex movements of sub-personalities and their groupings -

back and forth - creating bridges and nets.

Sometimes in ‘crises of hatred’ (Agazarian, 1997), braking

up of capsules, or other periods of ‘revolutionary turnovers’

(Mojovic, 2005), more serious re-arrangements occur - parts of

persons or groupings move over the pontoon-bridges and join

the other territory.

It is helpful to be able to recognize similar phenomena in

organizations and societies with disrupted matrices, and try

to find ways of working with them.

Learning about Re-arrangements 



Interestingly, the concept of ‘dissociation’

revealing that the idea of a single unitary

self is as misleading as the idea of the

single unitary brain (Bromberg, 2011),

is now bridging also the fields of

psychiatry, psychology, neurology with

studies of trans-cranial-magnetic-

stimulation (Spitzer, et all, 2004) and

neuro-psycho-analysis(Schore,2004,

2012).

Concept of Dissociation and Related Phenomena are Bridges



In the times of Global Changes

with efforts to overcome huge

social cracks – Collapse of Cold

War Era, old un-housed pain

emerge, which we either:

1. embrace like narratives about

the “German wolf-children” hiding

in woods of Lithuania (after

WWII).

2. or they evoke Hell like it

happened on the Balkan soil with

the Collapse of Yugoslavia …

Global Changes



Bion felt that he ‘died in 1918,

8th August’, when emotionally

betrayed his dying soldier. In

his ‘Memoirs of the future’

letting free his un-housed pains,

with the ‘poor-Indian-child’,

‘Elephant-child’, existing on

‘the caesura borderland

between jungle and habitation’

could be re-dreamt through the

embryo-scientific journey

(Williams, 2010, Hinshelwood,

2014).

Bion’s un-housed Ghosts



• As group analysts we are equipped for various binocular and

multi-ocular skills, because they are encoded in the inception of

our profession: simultaneously to hold the heritage from PA and

from social sciences.

• Our GA psycho-social ontology is conceptualized on the 1st

page of Foulkes’ 1st book (1948); (Roseneil, 2013).

• The founding generation of Group Analysis like Krieger,

Pines, de Mare, Brown, were always concerned with those who

‘lacked power and lived on the margins’, with a vision of GA

extending from clinical work to helping processes of the

maturation of citizenship - central to the social unconscious

project (Hopper & Weinberg, 2011; Weinberg, 2013; Tubert-

Oklander, 2013; Penna, 2013).

Psycho-Social Ontology of Group Analysis and Citizenship



• It is also of enormous meaning to continue the

development of our Large and Median Groups (Krieger,

1975; de Mare, 1972; de Mare, Piper&Thompson, 1991;

Anhil, 2010; Tjelta, 2013; Island, 2014) as the pioneers of

GA had in their panoramic vision, passion for social

change to transform chaos and hatred through culture of

dialogue into fellowship, and Koinonia, as communion

with human kind (de Mare,1989, 1991, 2002; Blackwell,

2012).

Koinonia



• Protection of this culture is again most important aspect of the
boundary-work, especially in times of new flames around the
planet!

• If losing our core identity, we won’t be of any help!

• ‘The only answer to mass violence is mass dialogue’ (de
Mare, 1989, p 186-187).

• Further development of our Psycho-Social Identity is
essential for taking our full responsibility for the matrix
disrupted around us!

• At times it is in SP retreats-positive or negative- the
dynamics, which might be meaningful for us to
understand.

‘The only answer to mass violence is mass dialogue’ 



In line with Kings dream ‘From a

Mountain of Despair’ hewed out

‘a stone of hope’, we found a

Stone Art from Inuit culture, ‘A

Storyteller’ - one eye closed

looking into the inner world of

dreams (invisible to the outsighter),

and one eye open, focused

outwardly (to material world and

human relations) as the two worlds,

which must be kept in view, if a

genuine story of trauma is to be

told (Kalshed, 2013).

Ending….

Inuit Story-teller



My first infant-gang came to mind, before my kindergarten,
which was in a Serbian south province with Gypsies and
Muslims, when we played around our ‘White Angel’ (our
transitional object), who liked to sit on St Sava’s stone-grave (at
Monastery Mileseva) – a dear internal gang protecting me over
years - Only later I learned that the White Angel didn’t belong
just to my gang and me, but was sent in the first peace-satellite
from Europe to America, and then to space to communicate with
extra-terrestrials the message of peace and civilization.

Ending….First Infant Gang



• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XELw3dKK_Ig

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDTph7mer3I

Ending…..Ring the bells that still can ring. 

Leonard Cohen

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XELw3dKK_Ig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDTph7mer3I

